English
Grammar

Year 5 & 6
Summer term Week 9
Lesson 5

Unit/Lesson focus: the aim of this unit of learning is to revise some of the
aspects of grammar that you will use in your writing and then use these in
context by planning and writing a story linked to Treasure Island.

• To identify and use different aspects of grammar in my writing
Unit Learning Objectives:
L.O.: To identify and use different aspects of grammar in my writing
L.O.: To select the correct grammar for my writing
L.O.: To identify and write in the subjunctive mood
L.O.: To select a variety of synonyms for description
L.O.: To use speech to help describe a character
L.O.: To identify and write in the passive voice
L.O.: To use a range of sentence types for interest in my writing
To plan and write a narrative based on a pirate story

Lesson 5
L.O.: To plan and write a flashback into a narrative
• I can plan and write a flashback into a narrative
• I can also write a flashback into a narrative using a variety of
sentence types
• I can even include the subjunctive mood in the flashback of a
narrative

Here is the definition:
A word that describes a verb

The word is:
?

Here is the definition:
A word that describes a verb

The word is:
Adverb

Vocabulary focus:

adverbs

An adverb is a word that describes a verb (an action or a
doing word).
Adverbs can come before or after a verb in a sentence.
Many, but not all, adverbs end in –ly.

Adverb = describes a verb

Examples

Adverb = describes a verb

Task
Identify the adverb in each sentence.
1. Jim finally found his favourite football.
2. Reluctantly, Sophie went to see the head teacher.
3. The vicar placed the thin candle firmly in its holder.
4. The driver sped recklessly along the narrow road.
5. It would be his turn soon.

Today you are going to continue your narrative

Today you are going to plan and write the build up of your narrative
You will need the chart, sentence planner and story planning sheet.

What can you see?

How might the shipwreck
have happened?

Who did these ships belong
to?

Make a list of powerful
vocabulary that you can think
of linked to this scene.

Flashback
This section of the story is going to retell the events that
led up to the shipwreck.
Remember, you are writing a story linked to pirates and
treasure, so you can use the knowledge that you have
gained from reading ‘Treasure Island’ to help you.
A flashback helps the reader to understand what has
already happened in a narrative, so that they can link
events together.

Task: plan and write a flashback into the story
1. Read through your opening from yesterday.
Use the following questions to help you plan the flashback of the story
and fill in the next section on the story plan.
• What do you think happened before the
shipwreck?
• Who might the ships belong to?
• Who might be on board?
• Where were the ships going?
• Why were they going there?
• What, or who, did they meet on the
way?

Think carefully about the
vocabulary that you are going to
use to describe events that
happened. Try to use the
subjunctive mood if you can.
Refer back to the chart that you
filled in during lesson 1.

Task: plan and write a flashback into the story
2.
Use the plan (on the additional sheet), picture and sentence planner to help
you write your flashback.
Remember that you can write it from the point of view of the person seen
in the picture.
You should be varying your sentence types, using some of the ideas written
in lesson 1 to help you. You will also need to include some speech.
As a challenge, you should try to include the subjunctive mood.

WAGOLL:
We’d set sail on the morning tide with a handpicked crew of the ‘finest’ sailors and looked
forward to a smooth voyage over to the Caribbean. Days turned into weeks without seeing
another ship, though we were told to keep our wits about us as pirates were known to
frequent the area. It was on the evening of the third week, when disaster struck. Having just
climbed into my hammock, I overheard the crew discussing the weather.
“Cap’n, there’s an ill wind a-blowin’. Looks like a storm brewing.” one of the sailors reported.
“Aye. Those clouds don’t look too pretty,” Captain Jones agreed. “Best prepare for a rough
spell.” he added.
Pulling a rough blanket over my head, I prayed that the storm would blow over and settled
down to sleep…
“Ship ahoy! Pirates! All hands on deck!”
Rubbing my eyes, I fell out of the hammock. I ran from the cabin: it was chaotic on deck with
men dashing around grabbing weapons and shouting orders.
Terrified, I watched helpless as a pirate ship approached. The wind had picked up by now, too,
and the ships were listing dangerously. Waves crashed over the deck and I began to wish that I
were more accustomed to sailing the high seas!
Without warning, there was a ear-splitting crack; lightning blinded me and I fell backwards
onto the deck as the ships collided…

Plenary:
When are flashbacks used in story telling?
Why do film writers use flashbacks?

Reflection:
Lesson 5
L.O.: To plan and write a flashback into a narrative
• I can plan and write a flashback into a narrative
• I can also write a flashback into a narrative using a variety
of sentence types
• I can even include the subjunctive mood in the flahsback
of a narrative

Adverb = describes a verb

Answers
Identify the adverb in each sentence.
1. Jim finally found his favourite football.
2. Reluctantly, Sophie went to see the head teacher.
3. The vicar placed the thin candle firmly in its holder.
4. The driver sped recklessly along the narrow road.
5. It would be his turn soon.

